
DThe Sony Symphony® Learning System takes

language learning beyond the realm of the classroom

with a unique combination of products and features that

make the learning experience more accessible, flexible

and enjoyable. The Symphony System’s approach

combines audio-interactive instruction,

computer integration and internet

capabilities to enable students to learn

the language as well as the culture. Not

only can you bring the “world” closer

to your students, you can also make

the world their classroom.

As a leader in the convergence

of audio and video technologies,

Sony has taken the power of

multimedia and given it the

flexibility to work effectively in a wide

variety of environments. The

Symphony System is as well

suited to providing support for a
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computer-assisted study pro-

gram as it is for a traditional

instructional class geared

to strengthening speak-

ing and listening skills. 

The Symphony

System offers versatility,

expandability and a

broad price range. Add

the options of con-

venient software including

the Conductor™ Companion

Software, the Soloist™ Digital PC

Comparative Recorder Software and the Vocalist™

Digital PC Comparative Recorder Software and it

provides a modular learning system that can grow and

evolve as your needs change. 

Best yet, the Symphony System integrates easily into

almost any PC network, operates in a digital or analog

format and delivers superb sound quality. For a powerful,

cost-effective system that expands your classroom as

well as their vocabulary, the Symphony System knows

no boundaries.

For more information or a product demonstration
please contact:
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The Soloist Digital PC

Comparative Recorder

is the easy, cost-

effective way to take

the Symphony System

digital and take teacher-

driven language learning 

beyond the realm of language lab, allowing students

to perform solo outside the classroom. With Soloist

Digital PC Comparative Recorders, students can

listen to digital audio and video programs while

simultaneously recording their own voices, which

increases oral and aural proficiency and reinforces

listening and speaking objectives. The Soloist

Software can be installed onto networked PCs in a

shared PC lab, library or dormitory. With Soloist

Software installed on a PC outside the lab, students

can open an audio file from a shared file server on the

PC Network, record their oral responses and copy the

file back to the server or e-mail it to the teacher for

assessment. This provides students and teachers with

greater flexibility in delivering lessons and working

on assignments outside the lab.

Superb sound quality may be the primary reason this

system was named “Symphony”, but it’s only one of

the harmonious features of the Symphony Learning

System. Its function-

ality makes it easy to

integrate audio-

visual materials

which enhance lessons and encourage student

participation. The Symphony System stimulates

an open, productive, dynamic classroom, giving

the instructor the flexibility to communicate

with up to sixty-four students individually,

in teams or pairs or as an entire class. To

enable instructors to more efficiently

monitor individual student progress, the

Symphony System includes all the

desirable real-time audio functions

including Monitoring, Intercom,

Modeling, All/Group Call, and Random

Pairing/Conferencing. The ability to add

PCs and gain internet access brings added

dimension to language learning. 

Symphony Learning System
A flexible, open, interactive learning system 
offering a choice of digital and/or analog formats.

The perfect accompaniment to the Symphony

Learning System is the Conductor Companion

Software, a simple, powerful, graphic user interface

that makes the Symphony System even more

powerful and transports the instructor to conductor.

The Conductor Software provides an on-screen

graphical representation of the classroom layout and

the Symphony System’s operation panel, allowing the

instructor to easily control the system from a desktop

PC. A great advantage for teachers is the flexibility 

to customize and

manage classroom

activities to fit the

course of study and

their own style of

teaching. In addition to using the Symphony System

with cassette tapes, the Conductor Software includes

the ability to playback and record digital audio files

on the PC – providing the teacher with both analog

and digital audio storage/playback capabilities.

Conductor Companion Software
A visual based instruction tool to enhance
class organization, record keeping and student
monitoring.

The Vocalist™ Digital PC Comparative

Recorder Software takes language

learning to a new place – literally –

giving students the ability to access

lessons remotely, from home with a PC

or from anywhere with a laptop, and 

e-mail the completed lessons back to the

teacher for assessment. Although very

similar to Soloist Software in look, feel,

features and functionality, the Vocalist Digital

PC Comparative Recorder Software is designed 

specifically for stand-alone use

– outside the lab on individual

student PCs and laptops. All

that’s needed to perform

comparative recording outside

the language lab is a PC, 

an inexpensive microphone

headset and the Sony Vocalist Software. Since Vocalist

Software allows students to practice anytime and

anywhere, the obligatory laboratory “free time” allotted

for student practice can be reassigned for teacher-guided

lessons – providing more efficient use of the lab and

allowing more students to gain access.

Soloist Digital PC Comparative
Recorder Software
A digital comparative recorder that takes
language learning one step further.

Vocalist Digital PC Comparative 
Recorder Software
A digital comparative 
recorder that takes 
language learning to 
a new place and time.


